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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the participation to the MusiClef 2012
Multimodal Music Tagging task. It expounds the approach
that consists of an aggregation of estimators as a procedure
to combine different sources of information.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The MusiClef is a benchmarking activity that offers an

evaluation of different multimodal approaches for MIR tasks.
The 2012 edition task consists in a automatic tag assign-
ment. Having a set of tags that applies to a music title pro-
vides a good description for it. It is an equivalent approach
to web mining approaches that most search engines adopt.
Automatically assigning tags to music can then be used in
a wide number of music information retrieval tasks, for ex-
ample, music library management, recommender systems,
playlist generation, retrieving music from textual queries,
etc. These tasks require computers to hear to be achieved,
meaning that computers should be able to recognize, orga-
nize, categorize sounds, to learn semantics and be able to
apply it to sounds. The test collection is composed of 1355
songs performed by the 218 artists in the “Rolling Stone 500
Greatest Songs of All Times”. The organizers provide au-
dio features for the whole collection as well as web-pages,
related to the artists and albums, and social tags retrieved
from Lastfm. The vocabulary of tags to be assigned is com-
posed of 94 tags representing both music genre and mood.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this work the auto-tagging task of music titles is ad-

dressed as a classification problem, more precisely, multiple
classification problems. Indeed, due to the large number
of features compared to the number of samples, we chose
to reduce the dimensionality of the problem by perform-
ing an aggregation procedure [8]. Hence, each type of data
is treated separately (ie, collaborative data, content-based
features, web-based data) to compute similarities to the tag
list, the results are then aggregated in an higher classifier.
In a clearer manner, each prediction of our system is made
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through a convex combination of 3 predictions weighted by
a credibility criterion computed on a validation set.

2.1 Aggregation
Let Θ be the set of available features, (Θaudio,Θtext,Θlastfm)

a partition of Θ and {faudio , f text, f lastfm} the family of es-
timators computed for each features subset on a portion of
the training set Dn = {(X1, Y1), ..., (Xn, Yn)} taking values
in χ × [−1, 1]N where N = 94 is the number of tags. We
index the family of estimators on Λ = {audio, text, lastfm}
and we note it F (Λ). An aggregated is the real-value statis-
tic of the form

f̂ =
∑
λ∈Λ

ω(fλ)fλ

where (ω(fλ))λ∈Λ are computed on a validation set Dl =
{(Xn+1, Yn+1), ..., (Xn+l, Yn+l)} and satisfy ∀λ ∈ Λ, ω(fλ) ≥
0 and

∑
λ∈Λ ω(fλ) = 1

We use an Aggregation with Exponential Weights (AEW)
[2], for which the weights are defined as:

∀f ∈ F (Λ), ω(f) =
e−lTA

(Φ)
l

(f)∑
λ∈Λ e

−lTA(Φ)
l

(fλ)

where A
(Φ)
m : 1

m

∑m
i=1 Φ(Yif(Xi)) is the empirical Φ-risk

function, Φ : x → log2 (1 + e−x) is the “Logit-Boosting”
risk, and T is a temperature parameter. The excess of Φ-
risk of an estimator f is defined as : AΦ(f) − A∗ where
A∗ ≡ minf :χ→[−1,1]N {AΦ(f) = E[Φ(Y f(X))]} is the opti-
mal risk. For the AEW estimator to minimize the excess of
risk with an optimal speed, the strongest assumption is the
independence hypothesis upon the feature set partition. In
our case of study, it is fair to assume that it is true for audio
features and web semantic features, whereas for social tags,
further preprocessing is needed.

2.2 Semantic similarities
Models of vector representation for word semantics are

a family of models representing the semantic similarity be-
tween words contingent on the text environment in which
they appear. These models rely on Harris distributional
hypothesis. The distribution of word co-occurrence in the
corpus is collected, analyzed and transformed into a seman-
tic space in which words are represented as vectors of a high
dimension. There are different mathematical methods to
achieve such the construction of a semantic space based on
corpus. The used method Random Indexing [3]. The con-
struction of a semantic space is achieved using the Seman-



ticVectors library [10]. In this space, each document (ie web-
page) is represented as a d-dimensional vector (d = 512). We
then model each music title as the sum of all vectors repre-
senting documents related to it (ie web-pages regarding the
music title performer and the album it is taken from) and
each tag as the sum of the vectors representing the music
titles it is assigned to in training set. Similarities are com-
puted as the cosine between those vectors, those similarities
are normalized so they lie in [−1, 1].

2.3 Audio content-based similarities
The available audio features are the Mel-Frequency Cep-

stral Coefficients (MFCC). These features are based on the
discrete cosine transform of the log amplitude Mel-frequency
spectrum. Since MFCC are computed on successive frames
of a fixed length, there number differs depending on the
music title duration. The fundamental calculation here is
to characterize each music title in a vectorial space so that
all the corpus has comparable representations. To achieve
this goal, we cluster, for each music title, its frames into
groups through a K-means clustering [5] with a fixed num-
ber of clusters for all corpus k = 16. Each music title is

then represented by a k(k+1)
2

dimensional vector composed
of the norms of the cluster centroids and their distances to
each other. The main idea here is that the occurrence of an
event is of more interest than its timestamp in the context of
automatic tagging. A neural network is then trained to com-
pute the similarities to each tag in the list. The probabilities
that a tag from the list is assigned to a certain music title
are taken as similarity measures; as for the text similarities,
those values are normalized to lie in [−1, 1].

2.4 Collaborative filtering
Collaborative filtering relies on the assumption that data

that occurs commonly in the same context is likely to have
the same characteristics [1]. In the present work, we assume
that artists and albums that share the same Lastfm tags are
likely to be assigned to the same tag. This being said, the
very large number of Lastfm tags compared to the number
of available samples makes it difficult to recognize patterns
in the tag assignment. We thus chose to cluster Lastfm tags
into a smaller number (m = 100) of categories (C1, ...Cm).
Each music title Xi is then represented as a m-dimensional
vector {xi1, ..., xim} with : ∀j ∈ [1,m], xij =

∑
l∈Li∩Cj

nil
nl

,

and where Lj is the set of Lastfm tags assigned to the music
title Xi, nl the total number of Lastfm users who assigned
the tag l and nil the number of Lastfm users who assigned
the tag l to the music title Xi. As for the content-based
data, we train a neural network to get the similarities of
each music title to the provided list of tag.

2.5 Predicting tags
In order to predict the number of tags Ni assigned to a

certain music title Xi, we chose to take as features meta
data and the number of Lastfm tags. This choice is mo-
tived by the fact that the correlation between those features
and the number of tags is high enough to assume that they
are sufficient for predicting the number of tags. Based on
a Classification And Regression Tree (CART) analysis, we
build a decision tree for making those predictions. Finally,
the predicted tags by our system for the music title Xi are
the Ni highest values in f(Xi).

3. CONCLUSION
In this paper we described a automatic tagging system

of music title based on an aggregation procedure. Vari-
ous works on automatic tagging of music titles have been
conducted in the last years. They either rely on audio
content data or contextual information. Mendel and Ellis
[6] compare the multiple-instance learners to classifying 10-
second song clips according to a tagged training set. Pana-
gakis and Kotropoulos [7] propose a low-rank representation-
based multi-label annotation based on weighted audio tem-
poral modulation representations. Lamere [4] uses social
tags as contextual knowledge to generate tags related to
genre, mood, orchestration, etc. Some works try to com-
bine both sources of information. Turnbull et al. [9] com-
pare three algorithms for the combination of audio content
and social source information. The present work expounds
a novel approach for the combination of audio content and
context information based on the aggregation of estimators,
exploiting information of the audio, lastfm tags, and texts
associated with the song to tag.
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